
The international trade finance activity of large European 
corporates continues to increase, with the top three 
banks being used as a provider by nearly 30% of large 
European corporates that employ trade finance services. 
In order to satisfy increasing international needs, however, 
corporates report using more banks compared to previ-
ous years, in particular for international trade finance. On 
average, European corporates are active in more regions 
than their peers in Asia or North America, indicating that 
Europe-centric banks need broad network capabilities to 
meet their clients’ needs.

The competitive landscape of trade finance providers in 
Europe is diverse and fragmented—and becoming increas-
ingly so on both counts. Large European companies have 
adopted broad strategies for international growth span-
ning Asia, Central and Eastern Europe, the Middle East 
and Africa, and North and South America. As they execute 

these strategies, they are forming fresh relationships 
with banks that can deliver high-quality trade finance in 
these new markets. In fact, this demand for local service 
and expertise is driving some companies to bypass their 
traditional trade finance providers in favor of direct 
relationships with banks domiciled in targeted foreign 
markets. 

In this increasingly competitive environment, BNP Paribas 
leads with a market penetration of 32% of large European 
companies, followed by Deutsche Bank at 29% and HSBC 
at 27%. Just behind these three leaders is a group of four 
banks, made up of Commerzbank, Nordea, RBS, and 
UniCredit, which are all tied with market penetration levels 
of 18–19%. These banks are the 2014 Greenwich Share 
Leaders in European Large Corporate Trade Finance. The 
2014 Greenwich Quality Leaders are Deutsche Bank and 
UniCredit.
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Note: Based on responses from 297 institutions in Europe, 37 in Germany, 59 in Italy, 68 in the Nordics, and 48 in the United Kingdom in 2014. For Total Europe, top 5 
banks are cited including ties. For Germany, Italy, Nordics, and the United Kingdom, top 3 banks are cited including ties.  
Source: Greenwich Associates 2014 European Large Corporate Trade Finance Study
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Among Europe’s top five providers of trade finance, BNP 
Paribas and Deutsche Bank showed the biggest increase 
in footprint last year.  However, as companies seek out the 
international trade finance service they require, Europe’s 
largest incumbent trade finance providers are not neces-
sarily the main beneficiaries. “Companies’ needs in specific 
countries and regions have expanded to the point at which 
many of them have begun to hire specialist banks with par-
ticular expertise and coverage within target international 
markets,” says Greenwich Associates consultant Dr. Tobias 
Miarka. “This trend of bringing on board specialists to meet 
specific needs has resulted in an increase in the number 
of banks used for international trade finance by European 
companies overall. Among the biggest beneficiaries have 
been ANZ (for services into Asia Pacific) and Banco Itau 
(for services into Latin America).”

Pricing Pressure
Competitive pricing is an increasingly important driver 
for selecting a trade finance provider and remains the 
first criterion for the majority of corporates across Western 
Europe, even though there is some country variation. 
More and more, banks see the benefit of trade finance as 
an anchor for other product relationships such as FX and 
international cash management. Therefore, banks are 
willing at times to commit to particularly competitive 
pricing for trade finance.

But lower pricing may have its costs: Overall quality scores 
of the top five banks with the strongest footprint are declin-

ing in relative terms, showing that top incumbents continue 
to be challenged. One approach to ensuring better quality 
of service is to focus on current clients. Banks are slowing 
down their solicitation activity with non-clients while in-
creasing solicitations for additional trade products and 
services with existing clients. This suggests that banks con-
tinue to be focused on their target markets (which are on 
average not increasing) to deepen existing relationships 
and increase per-client wallet rather than going after 
overall market share. 

National Leaders
With a market penetration of 72%, Nordea dominates in 
the Nordic countries. Danske is next with a market pen-
etration of 47% followed by SEB at 40%. These banks are 
the 2014 Greenwich Share Leaders for Large Corporate 
Trade Finance in the Nordics. The 2014 Greenwich Quality 
Leaders are Danske and Nordea. 

Deutsche Bank is the clear leader in Germany. More than 
90% of large German companies use Deutsche Bank for 
trade finance. Also in a strong position is Commerzbank, 
which is used by about three-quarters of large German 
companies. UniCredit is third with a market penetration of 
46%. These banks are the 2014 Greenwich Share Leaders 
in Germany. The 2014 Greenwich Quality Leaders are 
Commerzbank, Deutsche Bank and UniCredit.

HSBC leads the U.K. trade finance market with a pen-
etration level of 48% of large companies. Three banks—

*Quality evaluations did not yield statistically differentiated providers for this region.
Note: Based on responses from 297 institutions in Europe, 37 in Germany, 59 in Italy, 68 in the Nordics, and 48 in the United Kingdom in 2014. Leaders are displayed in 
alphabetical order.  Source: Greenwich Associates 2014 European Large Corporate Trade Finance Study
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Barclays, Lloyds and RBS—are tied with market penetration 
levels between 31% and 35%. These banks are the 2014 
Greenwich Share Leaders in the U.K. 

In Italy, UniCredit earns the top spot with 86% market 
penetration, followed by Intesa Sanpaolo in second place 
with 78%. BNP Paribas weighs in at No. 3 with a market 
penetration of 64%. These banks are the 2014 Greenwich 
Share Leaders in Italy. The 2014 Greenwich Quality 
Leaders are BNP Paribas and UniCredit.

Consultants Dr. Tobias Miarka and Robert Statius-Muller 
specialize in corporate and investment banking in Europe.

Methodology

Greenwich Associates conducted interviews with 327 financial 
officers (e.g., CFOs, finance directors and treasurers) at large 
corporations and financial institutions throughout Belgium, France, 
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Nordic countries, Portugal, 
Spain, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. Interviews took 
place from March through June 2014.

The findings reported in this document reflect solely the views reported 
to Greenwich Associates by the research participants. They do not 
represent opinions or endorsements by Greenwich Associates or its 
staff. Interviewees may be asked about their use of and demand for 
financial products and services and about investment practices in 
relevant financial markets. Greenwich Associates compiles the data 
received, conducts statistical analysis and reviews for presentation 
purposes in order to produce the final results.

© 2014 Greenwich Associates, LLC. All rights reserved. Javelin Strategy & 
Research is a subsidiary of Greenwich Associates. No portion of these materials 
may be copied, reproduced, distributed or transmitted, electronically or otherwise, 
to external parties or publicly without the permission of Greenwich Associates, 
LLC. Greenwich Associates®, Competitive Challenges®, Greenwich Quality 
Index®, and Greenwich Reports® are registered marks of Greenwich Associates, 
LLC. Greenwich Associates may also have rights in certain other marks used in 
these materials.

The Greenwich Quality LeaderSM and Greenwich Share LeaderSM designations are 
determined entirely by the results of the interviews described above and do not 
represent opinions or endorsements by Greenwich Associates or its staff. Such 
designations are a product of numerical scores in Greenwich Associates’ propri-
etary studies that are generated from the study interviews and are based on a sta-
tistical significance confidence level of at least 80%. No advertising, promotional 
or other commercial use can be made of any name, mark or logo of Greenwich 
Associates without the express prior written consent of Greenwich Associates.
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